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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the results of recent studies leading 
to recommendations on experiments and test facility requirements 
for fast breeder reactor safety.

The role of in-pile experiments in support of the resolution 
of fast breeder reactor safety and litcensing issues has been 
re-examined, with emphasis on key safety issues. Experiment 
needs have been related to the specific characteristics of these 
safety issues and to realistic requirements for additional test 
facility capabilities which can be achieved and utilized within 
the next ten years. It is found that those safety issues related 
to the energetics of core disruptive accidents have the largest 
impact on new facility and diagnostic requirements. Emphasis has 
been placed upon maximum utilization of existing facilities and 
minimum requirements for new facilities. This evaluation has 
recommended that the essential elements of the Safety Research 
Experiment Facilities (SAREF) required for resolution of key issues 
include; a new Safety Test Facility, STF, major modifications 
to the EBR II facility, improvement in TREAT capabilities, and 
the existing Sodium Loop Safety Facility.

Of the above, the new STF will play the largest role in experi

ments related to these key accident energetics safety issues and 
correspondingly requires the best state of the art in material motion 
diagnostic capabilities.

INTRODUCTION

In spite of significant progress in recent years, the current efforts in 
fast breeder reactor safety continues to focus on several key issues. The 
list is finite but significant. Most, but not all, of the key FBR safety 
issues address the consequences of core disruptive accidents (CDAs). This is 
the case, because it is only through consideration of CDAs that the concerns 

for public health and safety arise. While it is believed that the consequences
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of CDAs can be safely accomodated in current reactor designs, sufficient proof 
for the supporting arguments is difficult to define and more difficult to 

achieve. Accordingly, there is diverse opinion on the resolution required 

prior to the introduction of commercial FBRs. Some would exclude CDAs from 

licensing considerations on the weight of reliability arguments. Others would 

impose unrealistic conditions upon plant design. Neither extreme is likely to 
be an acceptable solution.. Yet it is clear that not all of the legitimate 

concerns regarding Fast Reactor Safety are fully satisfied and accepted by the 
public. It must be assumed, on the basis of past progress that these concerns 

can be satisfactorily resolved on a reasonable time scale.
Resolution and public (Regulatory) acceptance will require continued 

analysis and experiments. Up to now, in-pile tests have played a key role in 

the safety analysis in support of FFTF and CRBR, especially in areas of fuel 
behavior and fuel-sodium interactions. In-pile experiments have tended to 
support the arguments for non-energetic termination of CDAs. However, there 
are several reasons why these encouraging results can be improved for the 

benefit of commercial FBRs: (1) Non-Prototypic Effects - All tests possess, 
to some extent, non-prototypic features associated with either sample size, 
thermal hydraulics, and fuel conditions which are questioned in the licensing 
process. (2) Facility Limitations -• Conditions may be postulated in the 
course of CDA analysis which require phenomenological verification of fuel 

behavior under conditions which are not within the test capabilities of 

current facilities. (3) Application of Results - FBR safety is a continuing 
effort. Safety analysis adequate for a prototype or demonstration reactor 
may, in many instances, not require the same level of verification needed for 

a larger number of commercial reactors. These factors lead to a thorough re

examination of key safety issues, experiments, and facility requirements,
(SAREF), deemed necessary to provide public, acceptance of the premise that 
adequate levels of safety can be provided in commercial FBRs [1].

SAFETY ISSUES

Unresolved safety issues are the basis for the extensive international 
research and development program in the area of FBR safety. What constitutes 
a safety issue is very strongly related to current Regulatory processes.
Since these processes are not internationally uniform, there will be an expected 

lack of international agreement on the relative importance of various safety 
issues. What constitutes resolution of a safety issue is the result of 
technical judgment rendered, after technical evaluations in both 

Development and Regulatory activities. Resolution by full-scale destructive 
testing is neither desirable or practical in areas related to hypothetical 

CDAs. Therefore resolution of safety issues proceeds at a slow pace and with 

relatively small scale experiments.
Ten key FBR safety issues are identified in Table 1 in which a relation 

to four lines of assurance [2.3 for public health and safety is also indicated. 
The safety issues are discussed in terms of their current status and the role 
of additional in-pile experiments in their further resolution in Refs., 1,

3, 4.
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TABLE I

TEN KEY FUR SAFETY ISSUES AND THEIR RELATION TO 
LTN’ES OF ASSURANCE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY.

PREVENT ACCIDENTS 6. Accident Energetics 
Consequences of

1. 
2 .

Fuel Behavior
Fuel Failure Propagation 7.

Recriticality.

Accident Energetics 
Consequences of

LIMIT CORE DAMAGE
Molten Fuel-Coola.nt 
Interactions

3. Subassembly-to-Subassembly 
Fault Propagation 
Extent of Core Damage

8.

9.

System Structural Response 

Post Accident Heat Removal

from Whole Core Accident 
Initiators ATTENUATE RADIOLOGICAL PRODUCT0

PRIMARY SYSTEM CONTAINMENT 10. Source Term for Radiological 
Consequence Evaluation

5. Accident Energetics 
Consequences of Large 
Positive. Sodium Void 
Reactivity Worth

From the previous considerations Ref, [1], it is found that the accident 
energetics consequence safety issues strongly influence the choice of the 
essential elements of SAREF. This is found by comparing the generic experiment 
characteristic related to the various safety issues, with current and practical 
considerations of new or modified facility capabilities. Briefly stated, it 
is found that experiment characteristics related to the needs for prototypic 
fuel in a prototypic environment, large sample size and short-period, high- 
energy transient operation, play the largest role in facility capability 
evaluation. It is also noted that these characteristics are not necessarily 
related to the same tests or safety issues.

IN-PILE EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics of specific in-pile experiments include power-time require
ments for the sample irradiation, sample fuel condition, sample fuel size, 
diagnostic requirements and the thermal-hydraulic-neutronic environment of the 
sample. The various experiment characteristics related to the preceeding 
safety issues can be summarized in four broad, experiment types.

Type I experiments can be characterized by a combined emphasis on steady 
state and transient irradiation of prototypic fuel in a prototypic thermal- 
hydraulic and neutronic environment. Sample size is of secondary importance. 
Transients to the fuel failure threshold and beyond are included but fcxtremely 
severe high-power high-ramp-rate transients are not necessarily included in
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this experiment type. These characteristics are typical of the in-pile 

experiments which can improve understanding of Fuel Behavior and provide the 
necessary verification of the behavior of blockages and instrumentation and 
detection related to Fuel Failure Propagation. Test characteristics of this 

type are also associated with the issue of the Exteat of Core Damage from 

Whole Core Accident Initiators, particularly to the potential of fuel sweep 
out as a shut down mechanism for mild transient overpower accident initiation.

It should also be noted that on-line fuel-motion detection while useful in 
some instances is less significant than posttest examination for these test 

types. This is in contrast to the emphasis in the next category.

Type II experiments c a n b e  characterized by an emphasis on transient 
irradiation of prototypic fuel in which details of post failure fuel motion 
must be observed. Sample size is of secondary importance but fuel motion 
diagnostic capability is essential. The severity of the irradiation can range 
from transients simulating ramp rates from slightly less than l$/sec to greater 

than 50$/sec at failure. These are important test characteristics related to 
the Accident Energetics Consequences of a Large Positive Sodium Void Coeffi
cient and to the early fuel motion aspects of the Recriticality issues. The 

extremely severe transients are relevant only to the former. A prototypic 

thermal hydraulic environment for the sample fuel is also important. In most 
cases there will be only limited interest in posttest examination.

Type III experiments can be characterized by a quasi-steady type of irra

diation with emphasis on large, generally multi-subassembly, sample sizes. 
Disrupted fuel behavior information is the essential test objective. This is 

an important characteristic of tests related to the Recriticality safety issue 

concerning the behavior of disrupted boiling fuel-steel mixtures. Fuel motion 

diagnostic capability is also important but the level of resolution required 
is not as fine as that required in the previous type of experiments. In this 

type there is no strong need for pre-irradiated or Pu-bearing fuel samples.
These are also characteristic of tests related to Post Accident Heat Removal 
and Subassembly-to-Subassembly Fault Propagation safety issues. Although the 
physical configuration of the sample fuel will be different for specific 

tests, these general characteristics which have the greatest impact on facility 

utilization are common.

Type IV experiments can be characterized by emphasis upon severe transient 

burst irradiation of a large sample, (up to the subassembly size), in which 
prototypic fuel may or may not be required. However, fuel motion diagnostic 
capabilities need not be emphasized. Resolution of thermal-mechanical inter
actions and the extent of transport of fuel beyond the active core would be 
essentiai. These are characteristics of tests related to the Accident Ener
getics Consequences of Fuel Coolant Interactions and Radiological Consequence 

Evaluation safety issues.

Material motion diagnostic capabilities are essential requirements for 

experiments of the Type II and Type III above. As will be illustrated, 
experiments of the Type II, place the most severe demands on diagnostic 

capabilities in terms of resolution, (fuel mass, time scale). Experiments of 

the Type III have only modest resolution requirements but, because of sample 

size considerations place the largest demands upon wide area spacial resolution.
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FACILITIES

In the choice of test facilities for SAREF, emphasis was given to exist
ing nnd proposed F.RPA facilities including reasonable modifications to enhance 

their capability. These are the Transient: Reactor Test (TREAT) facility, the 
Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-TT), the Engineering Test Reactor (ETR) 
and associated Sodium Loop Safety Facility (SLSF) . In addition a Safety-Tost- 
Facilily (STF) concept with TREAT-like operating characteristics which signifi
cantly exceeds the present TREAT capabilities and special-purpose test (SPT) 
reactors such as the Dispersive Mechanisms Test (FMT) reactor [1] have been 
considered. In the evaluation of needed capability consideration was also 
given to other relevant facilities, such as, th'̂  Power Burst Facility (PBF), 
the Annular (lore Pulseu Reactor (ACPR), the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFT7), 
and a proposed PHOFBUS/UHTREX facility at Los Alamos.

From the standpoint of utility to the U.S. LMFBR program, certain para
meters were selected upon which to evaluate the degree to which the various 
facilities considered would, individually or collectively, be able to meet the 
experiment objectives. The most important characteristics appear to be the 
timely availability to the program, the capability to meet the test-fuel 
energy-deposition requirements for the experiments needed (including power
time histories, and power-rise periods), the largest pin-bundle size that 
could be tested within the envelope of energy requirements, the ability to 
accomodate appropriate fuel element and test vehicle designs, and the sensi
tivity of fuel-motion-monitoring instrumentation that presently exists at the 
facility or that can be feasibly installed.

The selection process fi] has led to the choice of the facilities indicated 
iti Table IT along with their summary characteristics.

Table III illustrates the breath of capability provided by these selected 

facilities to execute experiments in support of all areas included in the 
identified safety issues of Table 1.

The new Safety Test Facility is expected to provide the most important 
extension of safety experiment performance capability in the areas of short 
period burst capability and accomodation of large sample size. The transient 
capability encompasses and extends the current TREAT and TREAT Upgrade capabili
ties. The principal mission for STF will be to extend and provide unique test 
data for large sample behavior of disrupted fuel and post failure fuel motion 
data under ultra high ramp rate transients.

TREAT has been and continues to be the "work horse." in pile test facility 
for the U.S. LMFBR safety program. Hence, the major consideration of the 
TREAT Upgrade effort is the provision of an advanced test vehicle to accomodate 
prototypic pre-irradiated fuel. This vehicle can permit extended testing, 
within the limits of TREAT transient capability, for the purpose of obtaining 
data on the behavior of post failure fuel motion under transient overpower and 
loss of flow conditions.

EBR II Mod will provide capability for extensive testing of prototypic 
fuel elements under overpower and loss of flow conditions following extended 
normal and off normal steady state operation. Effects of preconditioning on 
transient fuel behavior can also be studied as well as instrumentation and 
detection methods and new fuel element design parameters. While transient 
bursts equivalent to 20$/sec ramp rates appear feasible such tests will likely 
be limited in this facility to a small number of tests where fuel preconditioning
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TABLE II

TEST FACILITY ELEMENT OF SAREF

FACILITY CHARACTERISTICS

Safety Test Facility 
(STF)

TREAT Upgrade

Transient test facility. Provides shaped 
transients with burst capability to 1 msec 
minimum period. Provides fast neutron 

spectrum in test sample. Accomodates small, 
bundle to multi-subassembly test vehicles. 
Equipped with high resolution fast neutron 
hodoscope for fuel motion detection.

Current transient operating mode unchanged. 
Can provide shaped transients with burst 
capability of 40 msec with preheat 23 msec 

without preheat. Replacement of some fuel 
elements will provide limited spectrum hard

ening for sample fuel with spectrum peaking 
between 10 and 1000 ev. The principle new 
feature is an advanced test vehicle to 

accomodate a minimum of 37 pr-'irradiated 
full length pins with prototypic thermal- 
hvdraulics.

3. EBR II Safety Research
Modification

(EBR II Mod)

A. Sodium Loop Safety Facility 

(SLSF)

Steady state plus transient capability 
with new 1.22 m high active core. Transient 
capability includes controlled transients 
of intermediate severity ("^.5 sec period) 
and natural bursts approaching 1 msec with 
energy deposition of 1600 to 1800 j/g 
above steady state in fully enriched 
fuel samples. Will have "coarse" resolu

tion in-vessel hodoscope for fuel motion 
detection. Test vehicle accomodates up to 

91 advanced oxide fuel pins.

Maintain existing capabilities. Steady 

state operation, with SLSF test vehicle 
providing flow transient capability. 

Accomodates 61 full length FTR type pins.
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TABLE III

ILLUSTRATION OF SAREF FACILITY UTILIZATION

SAFETY ISSUE

SAREF FACILITY EXPERIMENT TYPE (see Table 1)

STF TYPE TI, TYPE IT.I, TYPE IV lc 3+ 5+
- 4- 
b 7+ 9+ 10+

TREAT Upgrade TYPE II but limited to 

shaped transient periods 
>4G ms

1’ 4+ 5+ 6+

EBR II Mod TYPE I v J
1+ 2 o 4° 5°

SLSF TYPE I
4- «f*
2 3 4° 6° 9+

•k
It is possible that EBR-11 Mod wil] have sufficient transient capability to

execute a limited number of burst type experiments in which fuel precondition
ing effects are emphasized as test requirements.

“Capability to provide supporting or follow an experiments.

+Capability to provide substantial experiments in support of safety issues.

is the major parameter. Severe burst experiments generally require fine 

resolution fuel motion detection to obtain meaningful data. The EBR II Mod 

facility will be equipped with only course resolution in-core detectors.

The Sodium Loop Safety Facility has recently become an operational facility. 
The SLSF is expected to continue operation in the SAREF program providing 

steady state capability for blockage propagation tests of fuel release detection 
threshold, loss of flow tests, limited subassembly-to-subassembly propagation 

tests and some post accident heat removal phenomenological tests. This 

facility is expected to continue operation until the availability of the EBR

II Mod facility which will largely superceed the SLSF capabilities. In a 

similar manner STF will largely superceed the TREAT Upgrade capabilities.

DIAGNOSTIC REQUIREMENTS

In the consideration of experiment diagnostic requirements related to 
material motion an evaluation is made of the relative importance of the three 

basic LMFBR core materials; sodium coolant, stainless steel clad and structure 
and fuel. The motion of these three materials in postulated accident conditions 
has reactivity effects of significance to the continuing accident sequence.

As these effects become potentially more severe both in magnitude and time, 
the requirements for experiment verification of accident analysis models becomes 
more urgent. At the same time there is the additional consideration that 
the role of in-pile experiments is of necessity, largely one of phenomenological 

verification rather than integral sequence verification. This is because in 
all cases the test reactor condtions only approximate accident, sequence conditions 

and can not - with only limited exceptions - reproduce or anticipate r.he 
corresponding reactivity effects of the material motions under investigation. 

Nevertheless, it is very likely that in the long run it is preferable to 
understand through eocperiments and analysis, the generic behavior of core 

materials, leading to the accident analysis codes, the proper function of 
accident sequence synthesis.
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Coolant motion - Knowledge of sodium coolant voiding by itself is well understood 
in comparison with knowledge of clad and fuel dynamics. Coupled fuel and 

coolant dynamics under transient overpower conditions becomes more complex. 
However, in relation to experiment diagnostic requirements, coolant motions 
can be reliably inferred from instrumentation such as flow meters and conductivity 

probes without imposing a significant requirement upon more sophisticated 

"hodoscope" type techniques.

Clad motion - Cladding motion is of moderate importance in certain loss of 
flow accident sequences. In many cases however, it is the combined effect of 

fuel and clad motions which tend to dominate uncertainties in reactivity 
effects in accident analysis. For this reason, the resolution of clad motion 
by itself should probably not be over emphasized.

Fuel motion - The resolution of fuel motion under a wide range of transient 

conditions dominates the diagnostics requirements particularly in a recommended 

new facility such as STF. This can be illustrated by two examples

The first example illustrates the diagnostic resolution required in 
experiments related to the safety issue - Accident Energetics Consequences 

of a Large Positive Sodium Voiding Reactivity. In a reactor whose size 

and core configuration are such that sodium voiding has a positive reactivity 
feedback effect, the safety question is whether or not overpower conditions 

induced or enhanced by sodium voiding during the initiating phase of an unpro

tected accident can lead to prompt criticality at high power and at high 

reactivity ramp rates. The conditions of prompt criticality induces a 

hydrodynamic core disassembly for which the work potential is difficult to 

bound because of strong sensitivity to the ramp rate at disassembly.

Mechanistic analysis of unprotected whole-core loss-of-flow accidents in 
a large reactor also indicates that sodium voiding alone does not induce 

energetic hydrodynamic core disassembly. Sodium voiding in a large core 
leads to high power levels and near-prompt-critical conditions. Fuel failure 

and disruption under these conditions can either terminate the ramp driven 

by sodium voiding or accelerate the ramp, driving the core to energy levels 
required for hydrodynamic disassembly. Sodium voiding may be adding reactivity 

at 20$/s to 40$/s; however, Doppler effects and axial expansion limit the 

net ramp rate to the order of 10$/s at fuel failure. The key point is 
whether fuel failing under these conditions is always expanding in such a 
way as to overcome the reactivity addition of continued sodium voiding, or 
whether adverse fuel motion either inside the fuel pin or within coolant 

channels can increase the reactivity, thus augmenting the driving ramp rate 

to prompt-burst conditions. The physical characteristics of the problem 
are illustrated in a conceptual manner in Fig. 1.

Fuel failure into unvoided channels will induce a higher voiding rate than 

that associated with normal boiling in the intact geometry. If the sodium 
voids faster than the fuel expands and further if there is fuel motion inside 
the fuel pin directed toward the core midplane, Fxjl' 1-c ,then the 10 to 25$/sec 

ramp rate can be substantially augmented to the 50 to /Li$/sec range. However, 

if fuel and sodium expand or leave the core region at nearly the same rate,

Fig. 1-d ,and if the fuel failure mode is such that there is no significant
internal fuel motion directed toward the midplane, the driving ramp rate

may be terminated or, at the least, does not substantially increase in severity.
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PROMPT CRITICAL BURST 
INDUCED BY ( c )

I -

>  0.5

< 0 -
<r

£ - 0.5

(d>
SODIUM VOID DRIVEN 
RAMP RATE TURNED 
AROUND BY OFF SETTING 
FUEL EXPANSION.

( o )  SODIUM VOIDING IN CORE AT
t im e  o f  f u e l  f a il u r e .

SMALL
BREAK

S.

n

I t

I

( b )  REACTIVITY EFFECTS POSSIBLE AT 
CONDITIONS ILLUSTRATED ' ( a )

COOLANT 
^ C H A N N E L

T  ,
SODIUM |

CORE MIDPLANE

LARGE  
RIP LENGTH

FUEL AND SODIUM 
EXPAND TOGETHER

( c )  AUTO CATALYTIC  CONDITIONS: ( d )  LARGE RUPTURE M IN IM IZ E S  FU EL
FUEL MOVING INSIDE CENTRAL MOTION INSIDE P IN . FUEL AND
VOID TOWARD M ID P L A N E . SODIUM EXPAND TO G ETHER. FU EL
SODIUM VOIDING FASTER THAN MOTION OFF SETS SODIUM VOID
FUEL IN COOLANT C H A N N E L. R E A C T IV IT Y  INCREASE.

Fig. 1. Illustration of fuel motion possibilities as a consequence 

of large positive sodium void coefficient.
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Fuel motion diagnostic capability sufficient to differentiate between these 
twc different modes of fuel dynamic behavior is required. This is the most 

demanding example of fine resolution diagnostic capability.

The second example is related to the safety issue of Accident Energetics 

Consequences of Recriticality. Figure 2 illustrates the postulated real time 
behavior of fuel steel mixtures in the absence of strong reactivity ramp rates 
The illustration suggests a sequence leading to the monotonic expansion of the 

fuel-steel mixture. Is this realistic? Is other behavior possible? Scaling 
considerations indicate that the sample size must be as large as practical to 
minimize non-prototypic effects. As a result the field of view must be largo 

and extend beyond the active length of the sample fuel structure. Hov^ver, 
coarse resolution, of the order of tens of grams of material, is adequate.

These are two diverse illustrations of the more important diagnostic 
requirements related to SAREF and the key safety issues. The enhancement 
of diagnostic capabilities in other facilities is also included 

in the SAREF program - TREAT, SLSF, EBR II,but the larger STF is the dominant 
facility and correspondingly should be the focus of the best "state of the 

art" fuel motion diagnostic capability.
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(a )  CLAD SLOSHING AND (b )  FUEL BREAKUP 
FUEL PIN HEAT UP AND MIXING WITH

CLAD

(c )  CLAD VAPORIZATION, 
FUEL DISFERSAL AND 
FLUIDIZATION

Fig. 2. Illustration of large scale extended fuel motion phenomena.
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